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Speech information is the most important means of human communication, and it is crucial to separate the target voice from the
mixed sound signals. This paper proposes a speech separation model based on convolutional neural networks and attention
mechanism. The magnitude spectrum of the mixed speech signals, as the input, has its high dimensionality. By analyzing the
characteristics of the convolutional neural network and attention mechanism, it can be found that the convolutional neural
network can eﬀectively extract low-dimensional features and mine the spatiotemporal structure information in the speech signals,
and the attention mechanism can reduce the loss of sequence information. The accuracy of speech separation can be improved
eﬀectively by combining two mechanisms. Compared to the typical speech separation model DRNN-2 + discrim, this method
achieves 0.27 dB GNSDR gain and 0.51 dB GSIR gain, which illustrates that the speech separation model proposed in this paper
has achieved an ideal separation eﬀect.

1. Introduction
Voice information plays an increasingly important role in
our lives, and voice communication becomes more and
more frequent, such as using chatting software to send voice
messages, using voice to control mobile phone applications,
making mobile phone calls for voice communication, recognizing the singers from songs [1], and identifying singer’s
information, lyrics, and song style [2, 3]. The goal of speech
separation is to separate the mixed speech into two original
speech signals. In signal processing, speech separation is a
basic task with a wide range of applications, including
mobile communication, speaker recognition, and song
separation. There are many potential values for separating
mixed speech. Nowadays, speech separation plays a more
and more important role in speech processing, and more and
more devices need to carry out speech separation task.
Although humans can easily perform speech separation,
it is very challenging to build an automatic system that
matches the human auditory system. Therefore, speech
separation has always been an important research direction

of speech processing. The early speech separation method is
very limited in the ability of mining nonlinear structure
information, and the performance of monaural speech
separation has been unsatisfactory. With the development of
deep neural networks in recent years [4–6], good results have
been achieved in various ﬁelds. Compared with traditional
speech methods, there are many advantages for deep neural
network-based speech separation models. The main contribution of this paper is to apply the convolution neural
network to the speech separation tasks, use the multilayer
nonlinear processing structure of the convolution neural
network to mine the structure information in the speech
signals, automatically extract the abstract features, integrate
the attention mechanism to reduce the loss of the sequence
information, and ﬁnally achieve the monaural speech
separation.

2. Relative Research
Speech separation problem has been widely studied
worldwide. The traditional methods of monaural speech
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separation are speech enhancement, which analyze the data
of the mixed speech and the noise and then estimate the
target speech through the interference estimation of the
mixed speech. From the viewpoint of signal processing,
many speech enhancement methods propose a power
spectrum of estimated noise or an ideal Wiener wave recorder, such as spectral subtraction [7] and Wiener ﬁlter [8].
There are many other ways to achieve speech enhancement
(e.g., through Bayesian model [9] or time-frequency
masking methods [10]). Some researchers tried to use
computer auditory scene analysis (CASA) to achieve speech
separation, which is the use of computer technology to allow
computers to imitate the processing of human auditory
signals for modeling, so as to have the ability to perceive
sound, process sound, and interpret sound from complex
mixed sound sources such as humans. The basic computational goal of auditory scene analysis is to estimate an ideal
binary mask to achieve speech separation based on auditory
masking of the human ears [11–13]. Speech enhancement
technology generally assumes that the interference speech is
stable, so its separation performance will be severely degraded when the actual interference noise is nonstationary.
Computational auditory scene analysis, with better generalization performance, has no assumptions about noise.
Meanwhile, the computational auditory scene analysis
heavily relies on speech pitch detection, which is very difﬁcult under the interference of background sounds.
Speech separation is designed to isolate useful signals
from disturbed speech signals, a process that can be
expressed naturally as a supervised learning problem [14]. A
typical supervised speech separation system learns a mapping function from noisy features to separation targets (e.g.,
ideal masking or magnitude spectrum of speech interested)
through supervised learning algorithms such as deep neural
networks. Many supervised speech separation methods have
been proposed in recent years [15–18]. The learning models
for supervised speech separation are mainly divided into two
kinds. (1) Traditional methods such as model-based methods
and speech enhancement methods. (2) Newer methods
using DNNs (Deep Neural Networks). Due to the speech
generation mechanism, the input features and output targets
of the speech separation show obvious spatiotemporal
structure. These characteristics are very suitable for modeling with deep models. Many deep models are widely used
in speech separation. Sun et al. [19] proposed two-stage
approach with two DNN-based methods to address the
problem of the performance of current speech separation
methods. New training targets in complement of existing
magnitude training targets were trained through neural
network methods to compensate for phase of target in order
to achieve better separation performance by the authors of
[20]. Zhou et al. [21] designed a separation system on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with long short-term
memory (LSTM), which eﬀectively learns the temporal
dynamics of spatial features. Supervised speech separation
does not require spatial orientation information of the sound
sources, and there are no restrictions on the statistical
characteristics of noise. It shows obvious advantages and a
fairly bright research prospective under the conditions of
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monaural, nonstationary noise, and low signal-to-noise ratio
[22, 23].
Deep Recurrent Neural Network (DRNN) among them
is a representative of deep models and has been widely used
in speech separation. DRNN has strong learning ability in
speech separation. RNN series of units, such as LSTM [24]/
GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit, GRU) [25], all of whose hidden
states are calculated according to the Markov model. The
previous hidden state will save some previous information,
while the magnitude spectrum of the mixed speech is a
relatively long sequence, and sequence information will be
lost (after all, the capacity of the cell state is limited in
practice), which will aﬀect the separation of mixed speech
and reduce the accuracy of estimated speech.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) has been widely
used in deep learning since it was ﬁrstly proposed by Yann
Lecun et al. [26] in 1998. CNN has its natural advantages in
two-dimensional signal processing, and its powerful modeling capabilities have been veriﬁed in tasks such as image
recognition. CNN at present has been applied to speech
separation [27, 28] and has achieved the best separation
performance under the same conditions, which has exceeded
the DNN-based speech separation systems. Luo et al. [29]
proposed Conv-TasNet, which was a fully convolutional
time-domain audio separation network to solve the problems of time-frequency masking. Wang et al. [30] applied
CNN and modiﬁed its loss function to solve the imbalance
between classiﬁcation accuracy, hit rate, and error rate.
Both the traditional and DNN-based separation models
have achieved good results, but they all have corresponding
shortcomings. Convolutional neural network can make use
of the spatial connection of input data so that each element
can learn local features without learning global features, and
then at a higher-level these local features will be combined
together to get global features. Weight sharing can reduce
the parameters between diﬀerent neurons, reduce the calculation time, and improve the speed of the model. By using
a variety of convolution ﬁlters, multiple feature maps can be
obtained, which can detect the same type of features in
diﬀerent positions and ensure the invariance of displacement and deformation to a certain extent. Therefore, this
paper proposes a method based on convolutional neural
network to solve the problem of the loss of long sequence
information of mixed speech. Combined with the attention
mechanism, our model can better focus on the timing sequence step, which contributes the most, and solve the
problem of insuﬃcient memory of the temporal model to a
certain extent, so as to improve the speech separation eﬀect.

3. System Modeling
The purpose of the speech separation is to separate the target
voice from the background sound. The overall structure of
the speech separation system is shown in Figure 1. The ﬁrst
process of speech separation is to obtain the magnitude
spectrum and phase information of mixed speech through
STFT (Short-time Fourier Transform) [31]. The estimated
targets using speech magnitude spectrum have been shown
to suppress noise signiﬁcantly and improve the speech
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Figure 1: The modeling of speech separation.

intelligibility and its perceived quality. Then, the magnitude
spectrum information is used as the input of the speech
separation model. The magnitude spectrum is trained by
convolutional neural network, and the region of interest of
speech is extracted by the attention module. Finally, through
the overlap-add method [32], the target speech is obtained
by the combination of the magnitude spectrum information
estimated by the separation model and the previous phase
information. The speech separation ability of the model is
evaluated based on the comparison between the estimated
speech and the pure speech.

4. Proposed Methods
Deep models, with multilevel nonlinear structures, good at
mining structural information in data, which can automatically
extract abstract feature representations, have been widely used
in image, video, and speech processing. This paper presents a
monaural speech separation model based on the convolutional
neural network and attention mechanism; we name it CASSM.
There are two main modules in this model: convolutional
neural network module and attention mechanism, both of
which are jointly optimized to complete the task of speech
separation. In the convolutional neural network module, it can
extract features from the magnitude spectrum of the mixed
speech, reduce the dimension of the magnitude spectrum, and
model the current and contextual information eﬀectively.
Although convolutional neural networks can extract the
magnitude spectrum features of mixed speech signals eﬀectively, they cannot model sequence information in the same
way. The attention mechanism RNN is good at processing
sequence information; however, there are shortcomings in
extracting information features versus convolutional neural
networks. After the training of neural network, it can recognize
the diﬀerence of diﬀerent signal sources at diﬀerent frame levels
eﬀectively; the attention mechanism-based neural network can
recognize the importance of each part of the magnitude
spectrum with the help of context information [33], thus
considerably improving the eﬀect of speech separation.
4.1. Network Structure. The network structure of the model
is shown in Figure 2. The magnitude spectrum of the mixed
speech is used as the input of the neural network, the

estimated magnitude spectrum is obtained by training the
neural network, and the original phase is combined to get the
estimated speech by ISTFT (inverse short-time Fourier
transform).
The amplitude spectrum of mixed speech has high dimensionality when it acts as the input of neural network.
CNN is good at mining the spatiotemporal structure information of the input signal and can extract the local feature
information of the magnitude spectrum, which can improve
the performance of speech separation.
The magnitude spectrum of the mixed speech is used as
the network input and then forward propagates along two
paths, one of which is used as the input of the convolutional
layer, while the other forms the combination sequence of the
input layer with the low-dimensional sequence that has been
processed by the convolution. The input information
transmits through two convolutional ﬁlters with diﬀerent
sizes and important information about the mixed speech
magnitude spectrum is able to be extracted.
We use relu as an activation function. The output of the two
convolutions is superimposed and processed by the maximum
pooling layer, which provides strong robustness, increases the
invariance of the current information, speeds up the calculation
speed, and prevents overﬁtting. The sequence continues
through several convolutional layers that can be eﬀectively
modeled for current as well as contextual information to obtain
a low-dimensional embedding sequence. The low-dimensional
and high-dimensional embedded sequences are superimposed
into a combined one, which passes through two-tier high-speed
networks to extract higher-level features.
Still, there are many shortcomings in processing serialized information for speech separation although convolutional neural networks can extract features from the
magnitude spectrum of mixed speech, reduce the dimension
of the magnitude spectrum, and model the current and
contextual information eﬀectively. Comparatively, the attention mechanism RNN is much skilled in processing serialized information, helpful in strengthening the
dependence between the magnitude spectrum, and can
jointly fulﬁll the task of speech separation with the convolutional neural network module.
The attention mechanism is used for the input of the
mixed speech magnitude spectrum so that the model pays
diﬀerent attention to the information features from diﬀerent
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Figure 2: Network architecture of proposed CASSM.

moments. The traditional recurrent neural network uses
only the information of state [t−1] when calculating the state
[t] at the t moment. Since the magnitude spectrum is a long
sequence, there will be a loss of information although the
previous state [t−1] contains some previous information.
The attention mechanism uses the previous information to
calculate the state information at the current moment. The
attention mechanism used in this paper is based on a layer of
RNN (LSTM unit) with an attention length of 32.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a speciﬁc recurrent
neural network (RNN) architecture that was designed to
model temporal sequences and their long-range

4.2. Short-Term Fourier Transform. The spectrum of speech
signals has its signiﬁcant role in speech, through which,
some nontrivial speech features can be obtained. Stationary
signals refer to the signals that the distribution law does not
change over time, while nonstationary signals are signals
that change over time. The mixed speech signals belong to
the nonstationary signals, and the speech signals have the
characteristics of nonstationary one.
The Fourier transform (FT) is ubiquitous in science and
engineering. For example, it ﬁnds application in the solution
of equations for the ﬂow of heat, for the diﬀraction of
electromagnetic radiation, and for the analysis of electrical
circuits. The concept of the FT lies at the core of modern
electrical engineering and is a unifying concept that connects
seemingly diﬀerent ﬁelds. The STFT is a ﬁne resolution to the
problem of determining the frequency spectrum of signals
with time-varying frequency spectra. Fourier transform is
the process of conversion between time domain and frequency. The Fourier transform is in its essence, a reversible
transform that can transform the original signals and the
transformed signals into each other. The characteristics of
the Fourier transform are not suitable for analyzing nonstationary signals, which cannot directly represent speech
signals. The speech signals change slowly with the change of
time, which even can be regarded as unchanged in a short
period of time. Analysis of the frequency domain information in a short time is the short-time Fourier transform.
Short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is a commonly
used tool for processing speech signals. There is only one
diﬀerence between the Fourier transform and the short-time
Fourier transform. The short-time Fourier transform is to
divide the speech signals into suﬃciently small fragments so
that the speech signals can be seen as a stable one. The shorttime Fourier transform formula is deﬁned as
∞

STFT(t, ω) � 

s(x)c(x − t)e− jωx dx.

(1)

−∞

In which, c(t) is the length M window function, s(x) denotes an input signal at time x to be transformed, and STFT (t,
ω) is a two-dimensional complex function, which represents
the magnitude and phase that change over time and frequency.
In supervised speech separation, feature extraction is an
indispensable process, and the selection of features will aﬀect the
speech separation model training. From the point of the
extracted basic units, the features of speech separation are mainly
divided into time-frequency unit-level features and frame-level
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ones. Frame-level features are extracted from a frame of signals.
This level of features has a larger granularity and can capture the
spatiotemporal structure of speech, especially the frequency
band correlation of speech. It is more general and holistic and
has clear characteristics of speech perception.
The feature extraction in this paper is based on the frame
level. The short-time Fourier transform is used to frame and
window the speech signals. In each frame, the magnitude
spectrum and phase in this paper are obtained by 1024-point
STFT. The speech separation model can better display the
information of speech by using frame-level features and can
mine the space-time structure of speech in all directions
during training. The magnitude spectrum obtained by using
the short-time Fourier transform in this paper can make
model training easier and accelerate the model convergence.
4.3. Attention Mechanisms. In recent years, the attention
mechanism has been widely used by many scholars in deep
learning models in diﬀerent ﬁelds, such as speech recognition
and image recognition. Due to the limitations of information
processing, when much information is processed, people usually
choose some of the important parts for processing, while ignoring other parts of the information. This idea is the origin of
the attention mechanism. When people are reading, they will
pay more attention to and deal with some important vocabulary
and ignore some less important parts, which will speed up the
reading and improve reading eﬃciency. Attention mechanism
now has become a widely used tool; thus, attention mechanism
is one of the crucial important algorithms in deep learning
algorithms that need the most attention and understanding.
However, attention mechanism is currently not widely used in
speech separation; therefore, this paper attempts to introduce
attention mechanism into the process of speech separation,
focusing on the region of interest in speech feature information,
so as to improve the accuracy of speech separation.
Strictly speaking, attention mechanism is an idea rather
than an implementation of some models, which can be
implemented in a variety of ways. Due to the bottleneck of
information processing, attention mechanism requires to
decide which part may be the focus, allocate the limited
information processing resources to more important parts,
and specially focus on the key information.
There are many variants of the attention mechanism, and
the attention mechanism used in this paper is AttentionCellWrapper in TensorFlow [35], which is a general attention
mechanism. This attention structure can be used through a
one-way recurrent neural network. While processing the input
of each step, it will consider the output of the previous N steps
and add the previous historical information to the prediction of
the current input through a mapping weighting method:
Uti � VT tan hWα ht + Wβ oi ,
ati � soft maxUti ,

(2)

In which, the vector V and matrix Wα , Wβ are the
learnable parameters of the model in the formula, ht is the
matrix of the current hidden-layer state of the LSTM and the
LSTM unit connection, and oi is the output of the ith LSTM
unit. The attention weights ati of each moment are normalized calculated by the softmax function. Finally, connecting ht with h′t becomes the predicted new hidden state
and is also fed back to the next step of the model.
It becomes possible for the simple timing model to use
the attention mechanism by using this general attention
structure designed by TensorFlow, which can make the
entire model more focus on the timing step that contributes
the most, and solve the timing model with memory problems to some extent.
4.4. Time-Frequency Masking Calculation Layer. Considering
the constraints of TF (time-frequency) masking between the
forced input mixed speech signals and the estimated speech
signals as well as the beneﬁts of smooth separation, a timefrequency masking calculation layer is used in the speech
separation model to jointly optimize the TF model with the
entire deep learning model. The time-frequency masking
calculation layer is deﬁned as
 
y 
y1 �   1   ⊙ z,
y1  + y2 
(3)
 
y2 
y2 �     ⊙ z,
y1  + y2 
where y1 and y2 are the magnitude spectrums of the estimated speech signals; y1 and y2 are the output magnitude
spectrums of the two feedforward networks of the speech
separation module; and z is the magnitude spectrum of the
input mixed speech signals.
The masking eﬀect is a phenomenon that occurs when
the human ears perceive speech. A louder sound will mask a
lower one. If the diﬀerence between the two sound frequencies is small, the eﬀect of the masking eﬀect becomes
more obvious. The masking eﬀect is of great signiﬁcance in
speech processing.
4.5. Loss Function. The loss function is used to describe the
diﬀerence between the predicted value and the target value.
The loss function is generally positive, and the size of the loss
function reﬂects the quality of the model. When the model
performs speech separation, the value of the loss function is
relatively small if the model speech separation works well.
The size of the loss function directly reﬂects the speech
separation eﬀect of the model. The loss function of the
training network model in this paper is deﬁned as [36]
��
�� ��
��
 21 �� + ��y2 − y
 22 ��
JDIS � ��y1 − y
(4)
��
��
��
��
 21 �� − c��y2 − y
 22 ��, c > 0,
− c��y1 − y

t−1

h′t �  ati oi .
i�1

where y1 and y2 are the ground truth of magnitude spec 1 and y
 2 are the estimated magnitude spectrum of
trum, y
speech, and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 is a regularization parameter.
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5. Simulation Experiments and Analysis
In this paper, experiments were performed on a Windows 10
Professional 64-bit computer with hardware conﬁguration
of i5, 8GB RAM, and GT1060X 6G graphics card. The
program was written in PyCharm software using Python.
The MIR-1K dataset [37] was used to evaluate the model.
The dataset has 1,000 mixed music clips encoded at a 16 KHz
sampling rate, with a duration from 4 to 13 seconds. The clips
were extracted from 110 Chinese karaoke songs performed by
both male and female amateurs. The singing voice and
background music were mixed into a music fragment with a
signal-to-noise ratio of 0 dB. In this dataset, 175 clips were used
for the training sets, and 825 were used for the testing sets.
Speech separation usually uses three parameters of BSSEVAL [38] to verify the performance of the model: SDR
(Signal to Distortion Ratio), SIR (Signal to Interference
Ratio), and SAR (Signal to Artifact Ratio). SDR is the ratio
between the power of mixed speech signals and the difference value of the mixed speech signals and the target
speech signals. SIR is the total power ratio between the target
speech signals and the interference signals. SAR stands for
artifacts introduced by processing speech signals. SDR
calculates how much total distortion exists in the separated
sound. A higher SDR value indicates a smaller overall
distortion of the speech separation system. SIR directly
compares the degree of speech separation between nontarget
sound and target sound. A higher SAR value indicates a
smaller introduced error of the speech separation system. A
higher value of the three parameters indicates a better eﬀect
of the speech separation model.
In this experiment, in order to evaluate the eﬀect of the
speech separation model, the global NSDR (GNSDR), global
SIR (GSIR), and global SAR (GSAR) were used to evaluate
the overall eﬀect, all of which were the mean value of the
tested fragments based on their lengths calculated. The
normalized SDR (NSDR) [39] is deﬁned as
NSDR(o, o, m) � SDR(o, o) − SDR(m, o).

(5)

In which, o is the original pure signal, o is the estimated
speech signal, and m is the mixed speech signals. NSDR is
used to estimate the SDR improvement of mixed speech
signal m and speech signal o.
We conducted multiple comparative experiments to
comprehensively evaluate the validity and reliability of the
proposed model. Firstly, we tested the inﬂuence of LSTM
and GRU gating units on the eﬀect of speech separation.
Secondly, we veriﬁed the improvement of the separation
eﬀect of the traditional speech separation models by the
attention mechanism. Then, we compared the separation
eﬀect between DRNN-2 + discrim proposed by Huang et al.
and CASSM proposed in this paper. Finally, we explored the
eﬀect of attention length on the eﬀect of speech separation.
5.1. The Inﬂuence of LSTM and GRU on Speech Separation
Model. The recurrent neural network has the function of
short-term memory, but if the training sequence is long
enough, it is diﬃcult for the network to transmit the more

important information from the previous to the later process. Therefore, if the speech problem is processed, the recurrent neural network will miss some important
information, resulting in a reduction in processing power
and a negative impact on speech processing results. Another
problem is that, in the later backpropagation phase, the
recurrent neural network will encounter the problem of
gradient disappearance, which is the weight value of
updating each layer in the network. Gradient disappearance
means that the gradient value will continue to decrease as the
training proceeds, and when the gradient drops to a very
small amount, the neural network will not continue to learn,
and the training process will stop, which may aﬀect the
training results.
In order to solve these problems, two methods, LSTM
unit (Long Short-Term Memory unit) [24] and GRU (Gated
Recurrent Unit) [25], have been proposed through the efforts of many researchers. Both types of units have internal
mechanisms, gates, which can regulate the ﬂow of information to achieve the function of memory. These two gating
units have diﬀerent characteristics. In our experiments, the
eﬀect from the two types of gating units, LSTM and GRU, on
the results of the speech separation model was evaluated.
Firstly, the eﬀect on the separation model was reﬂected
by using the diﬀerent gating units of the three-layer unidirectional recurrent neural network layer, RSSM (RNNbased Speech Separation Model). The speech separation
results of each model were described by three parameters:
GNSDR, GSIR, and GSAR. The experimental results of the
two gating units are shown in Figure 3.
The eﬀect of diﬀerent gating units was analyzed from the
experimental results in the Figure 3. The speech separation
model using LSTM gating units obtained a gain of 0.07 dB on
the GNSDR, a gain of 0.39 dB on the GSIR and a gain of
−0.09 dB on the GSAR relative to the GRU.
The ASSM (Attention-based Speech Separation Model)
was mainly used to analyze the eﬀect of attention mechanism
on speech separation and to verify the eﬀectiveness of attention
mechanism in speech separation. Next, the ASSM was used to
evaluate the eﬀect from the two gated units, LSTM and GRU,
on the results of the speech separation model in the attention
mechanism. The ASSM was mainly used to analyze the eﬀect of
attention mechanism on speech separation and verify the effectiveness of attention mechanism in speech separation. ASSM
was composed of fully connected layer, attention mechanism
RNN, and bidirectional RNN.
The experimental results in Figure 4 showed three indicators of speech separation. In the experiment, the ASSM
using the LSTM unit was 0.05 dB higher in GNSDR and
0.37 dB in GSIR than that of using GRU unit. From the
experimental results of the two groups, it can be concluded
that LSTM is superior to GRU on GNSDR and GSIR.
Therefore, LSTM was employed in our proposed model in
terms of the attention mechanism.
5.2. CASSM Performance Veriﬁcation Experiment. This experiment mainly aimed to verify the eﬀect of the speech
separation model proposed in this paper. Since the results of
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the speech separation model based on recurrent neural
network were not very satisfactory, inspired by attention
mechanism and convolutional neural network, this paper
proposed a speech separation model based on attention
mechanism and convolutional neural network, CASSM, and
the eﬀectiveness of the model would be veriﬁed through the
following experiments.
Huang et al. [36] applied the recurrent neural network to
speech separation and proposed a speech separation variant
model based on deep recurrent neural network. The speech
separation eﬀect varies from diﬀerent models employed. In
previous research, masking of monochannel signal separation and the joint optimization of deep recurrent neural
network have achieved better speech separation performance. In our experiment, a comparison was made among
these models: CASSM, the DRNN-2 + discrim model with

the best separation eﬀect achieved by Huang et al. [36],
RNMF (Robust Low-Rank Nonnegative Matrix Factorization), and MLRR (Multiple Low-Rank Representation).
The attention mechanism used was LSTM unit with an
attention length of 32. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 5. Compared with MLRR and RNMF, the value of
CASSM was 3.87 dB and 2.75 dB higher in GNSDR, 7.96 dB
and 5.93 dB higher in GSIR, and −1.06 dB and -0.39 dB lower
in GSAR. Experiments demonstrated that convolutional
neural network plus attention mechanism had greater advantages over traditional speech separation models. Convolutional neural network can more fully extract sound
spectrum features. Attention mechanism can strengthen the
dependence between magnitude spectrum features and
improve the speech separation performance. Compared with
DRNN-2 + discrim, the improvement of CASSM was
0.27 dB higher in GNSDR and 0.51 dB higher in GSIR.
Experiments illustrated that there was still a gap between
DRNN-2 + discrim and CASSM in terms of processing
amplitude spectra. In DRNN-2 + discrim, the original
magnitude spectrum of the mixed speech was directly used
as the input features, while the CNN module of CASSM used
the combined sequence formed by the high-dimensional
magnitude spectrum of the mixed speech as the input
features. Meanwhile, a better speech separation eﬀect in the
experiment was achieved since the attention mechanism
module of CASSM had reduced the loss of sequence
information.
The “discrim” denotes the models with discriminative
training
5.3. Ablation Experiment. In this section, we conducted
ablation experiments to verify the eﬀectiveness of our
proposed model. Firstly, we removed the convolutional
neural network module in our model and observed the
speech separation results of only attention module; then, we
continued to remove the attention module and observed the
speech separation result of the model with only recurrent
neural network.
In our experiment, the attention mechanism used was
LSTM unit with an attention length of 32, and RNN was a
unidirectional RNN with 1000 hidden layers. The eﬀect of
each model was analyzed from the experimental results.
After removing the CNN module, the GNSDR, GSIR, and
GSAR of the model decreased by 0.37 dB, 0.66 dB, and
0.18 dB, respectively, while the attention module was removed, the GNSDR, GSIR, and GSAR of the model declined
by 0.57 dB, 0.72 dB, and 0.42 DB, respectively. On the whole,
the speech separation performance was substantially
decreased.
The results of ablation experiments show that, after
removing CNN and attention mechanism, respectively, the
speech separation ability of the model has decreased to
varying degrees (Figure 6).
5.4. Eﬀect of Attention Length on Speech Separation. This
simulation experiment explored the eﬀect of attention length
on speech separation through a speech separation model
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separation is getting better and better with the increase of
attention length. It can be concluded from the simulation
experiment that the increase of attention length could
improve the eﬀect of speech separation.
The simulation results also illustrated that the training
time would increase with the increase of attention length
and the demand for video memory would relatively increase; therefore, a reasonable choice of attention length is
highly recommended. There are still some limitations and
shortcomings in the experiment. Due to the limitation of
equipment, the attention length of the speech separation
model could only be adjusted to 32. If it continues to
increase, the device may report an insuﬃcient memory.
Therefore, research and discussion on this indicator in
future experiments can be carried out.

GNSDR
GSIR
GSAR

Figure 6: The comparison for the eﬀect of ablation experiments.

based on convolutional neural network and attention
mechanism. In this experiment, the attention mechanism
used in this paper was based on a one-way RNN (hidden
layers are 1000 layers, LSTM units); the length of attention
was 8, 16, and 32, respectively.
The experimental results in Figure 7 showed that the
speech separation model with attention length of 16 was
0.09 dB higher in GNSDR, 0.2 dB in GSIR, and 0.03 dB
higher in GSAR than the speech separation model with
attention length of 8. Compared with the speech separation model with attention length of 16, the speech
separation model with attention length of 32 was 0.06 dB
higher in GNSDR, 0.37 dB higher in GSIR, and 0.1 dB
lower in GSAR.
The experimental results indicated that the attention
length of the attention mechanism had taken a relatively
large eﬀect on speech separation. The eﬀect of speech

6. Conclusion
This paper proposed and implemented a speech separation
model based on convolutional neural network and attention
mechanism. Convolutional neural network can eﬀectively
extract low-dimensional features and mine the spatiotemporal structure information in speech signals. Attention
mechanism can reduce the loss of sequence information. The
accuracy of speech separation can be eﬀectively improved by
combining two mechanisms. The simulation experiments
illustrated that the model had greater advantages over the
speech separation model based on recurrent neural network,
and the eﬀect of speech separation can be improved through
joint optimization of convolutional neural network and
attention mechanism.
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